Singles Events
Stroke – Net, Gross
Stableford – Handicap, Scratch
Par – Handicap, Scratch
Hidden Holes - Gross, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford
-

The hidden holes competition is the total of the scores for each of the hidden holes
selected. Scores on holes not included in the hole selection are simply ignored.

American Stableford
-

A player records 4 points if a birdie is scored on a hole; 3 points for par; 2 points for
bogey; 1 point for double bogey. Points over the 18 holes are totaled; then the
player’s daily handicap is added to that total. E.g. Total points 42, Handicap 10,
Score = 52. Winner is player with most points.

Scratch Stableford
-

Scratch Stableford is a competition format where Stableford points are calculated
for each hole based on a scratch (0) handicap. The player's course handicap is
completely disregarded for the purposes of this competition, however when scores
are entered into the system they will be handicapped as normal.

Gross Stableford (Handicap Adjusted)
-

Gross Stableford is a competition format where Stableford points are calculated for
each hole based on a scratch (0) handicap. In this version of the competition
(Handicap Adjusted), the player's daily handicap is added to the total scratch
stableford points to calculate the competition score.

Irish Stableford
-

-

The Irish Stableford competition works differently for 9 and 18 hole competitions:
In the 18 hole version of the competition the normal Stableford score counts for
holes 1 to 6. The Stableford score for holes 7 to 12 are multiplied by 2, and the
Stableford scores for holes 13 to 18 are multiplied by 3.
In the 9 hole Irish Stableford competition the normal Stableford score counts for
holes 1 to 3, the scores for holes 4 to 6 are multiplied by 2, and the scores for holes
7 to 9 are multiplied by 3.

International Stableford
-

A competition the same as a Stableford except that for a net par the player scores 0
points; for a net birdie the player adds 2 points; for a net eagle the player adds 5
points; for a net albatross or better the player adds 8 points. For a net bogey the
players deduct 1 point; for anything worse than a net bogey 3 points are deducted.
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Score Specific Events
Twos
-

If a player scores a 2 on any specified hole they will be included in the Twos results.

Net Eagles
- If a player scores a Net Eagle on any specified hole they will be included in the Net
Eagles results.
Net Birdies
- If a player scores a Net Birdie on any specified hole they will be included in the Net
Birdie results.
Birdies
-

If a player scores a Birdie on any specified hole they will be included in the Birdie
results.

-

Competitors play two or more rounds and the eclectic score is the lowest score
obtained at each hole on the rounds for a specific course. Sometimes the
competitions extend over the whole season and the total score for the holes is
subject to deduction of half the player’s handicap held on the last day of
competition.

Eclectic

Jackpot, Other
- These competition types can be used for specialty competitions players can opt into
like a Pro Ball Comp or Money Hole and can be used in conjunction with most
competition types.

Team Events
Please note: Single team card events i.e. 4BBB single card, Foursomes and Ambrose. If adjusting the
competition setup after it has been created and saved, you MUST create a NEW competition for that
event. Making a change to the competition setup can cause errors when returning scores and creating
the results for single card events.

Ambrose
Ambrose - Stroke, Net
-

Ambrose Events for 2, 3 or 4 players
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Fourballs
4BBB Gross, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Par
-

-

-

This competition is scored in the same way as an individual competition. The
difference is that you are playing with a partner, and only the best score for the hole
is recorded on the scorecard.
On the scorecard you record the score for the partner with the best score on each
hole. For example, if both players have the same score for that hole, then the player
who holed out first has their score recorded on the card. At the end of the round,
you total up the best score for each hole and this is filled in as your result at the top
of the card.
A crucial difference between 4BBB Gross and individual Gross is that you are
allowed to pick up your ball if there is no way you can better your partner’s score.
This assists in making a Four Ball Best Ball Gross round much quicker than an
individual Gross Round.

4BBB All Ways - Stroke, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Net, Par
4BBB Single Card - Stroke, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Par, Scratch Par

Foursomes
Foursomes - Stroke, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Par
-

Golfers compete in teams of two, using only one ball per team, and taking alternate
shots until the hole is completed. Team members take turns in teeing off on each
hole, i.e. one player will take the tee shot on odd-numbered holes, and the other on
even-numbered holes.

American Foursomes - Stroke, Net
-

Both players play tee shots at each hole, then play a second stroke with their
partner's ball. One ball is then selected and play proceeds as in foursomes, so that if
Player B hit the second shot with the selected ball, Player A hits the next shot and
play alternates until the hole is completed.

Canadian Foursomes - Stroke, Net
-

This event is played as per a Foursomes event except that both players play tee
shots at every hole and afterwards continue with whichever ball they nominate,
with the partner playing the second stroke.
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Other Team Formats
Aggregate - Stableford, Scratch Stableford
Combined – Stroke, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Par
-

This competition must be played with 2 players
Each partners score is added together to give the Combined score for the hole.

Combined All Ways – Stroke, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford
-

This competition must be played with a minimum 2 players
Players will be paired up with all players in their group
Each partners score is added together to give the Combined score for the hole.

Multiplier Stableford
-

In a Multiplier competition, a team of 2 players have their Stableford scores
multiplied together for each hole.

Pairs Special 6's Stableford
-

This is a Stableford competition for 2 player teams.
For the first 6 holes the individual scores are added up to form the team score.
For the next 6 holes the individual scores are multiplied together.
For the final 6 holes, only the best score for each hole counts.

Best 2 Of 4 - Multiplier Stableford, Stableford, Scratch Stableford
-

This competition can be played with either 2, 3 or 4 players.

Best 2 multiplied by 3rd - Stableford
-

This competition must be played with either 3 or 4 players.
For each hole the best 2 Stableford scores are totaled together then multiplied by
the 3rd best Stableford score to give you the total score on the hole for the group.
If 4 players are playing together, it allows for the worst Stableford score on the hole
to be ignored. If only 3 players play together—all players Stableford scores count
toward the hole.

Best 3 of 4 – Stroke, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Par
-

-

This competition must be played with either 3 or 4 players.
For each hole the best 3 scores are totaled together to give you the total score on
the hole for the group. If 4 players are playing together, it allows for the worst Gross
score on the hole to be ignored. If only 3 players play together all players Gross
scores count.
NB: This competition is NOT the best total 3 of 4 Gross scores for each player, but
rather the best 3 or 4 Gross scores on a hole by hole basis. This allows a player to
continue to contribute to the team score even if they are having a bad round of golf.
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Best 3 of 4 Team Overall – Stroke, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Par
-

This competition must be played with either 3 or 4 players.
The best 3 overall scores are totaled together to give you the total score for the
group. If 4 players are playing together, it allows for the worst players total score to
be ignored. If only 3 players play together all players scores count.

Group Best Ball Split 6 - Stableford, Scratch Stableford
-

This is a Stableford competition for 3 or 4 player teams.
For the first 6 holes, only the best individual score for each hole counts.
For the next 6 holes the best 2 individual scores are added together to make a team
score.
For the final 6 holes the best 3 individual scores are added together to make a team
score.

Best 4 Of 4 - Stroke, Net, Stableford, Scratch Stableford, Par
-

This competition must be played with 4 players.
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